Republic of the Philippines
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Quezon City

EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS
First Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 592

Introduced by HON. JOY MYRA S. TAMBUNTING

A RESOLUTION
CONGRATULATING THE HONORABLE SPEAKER ALAN PETER CAYETANO, IN HIS CAPACITY AS CHAIRPERSON OF THE PHILIPPINE SOUTHEAST ASIAN GAMES ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (PHISGOC), AND THE HONORABLE REPRESENTATIVE ABRAHAM "BAMBOL" TOLENTINO, IN HIS CAPACITY AS CHAIRPERSON OF THE PHILIPPINE OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (POC), AND ALL OTHER ORGANIZERS OF THE 30TH SOUTHEAST ASIAN GAMES FOR THE TREMENDOUS SUCCESS OF THE 30TH SEA GAMES

WHEREAS, the Philippines is hosting the 30th Southeast Asian Games on November 30 2019 to December 11, 2019, which is considered to be the biggest Southeast Asian Games in history, with 56 sports and 530 events across 4 main clusters;

WHEREAS, the Honorable Speaker Alan Peter Cayetano, as the Chairperson of the Philippine Southeast Asian Games Organizing Committee (PHISGOC), and the Honorable Representative Abraham "Bambol" Tolentino, in his capacity as chairman of the Philippine Olympic Committee (POC), discharged their duties and responsibilities in leading the preparations for the 2019 Southeast Asian Games with utmost dedication, wisdom, honor and commitment to showcasing the Filipino excellence and hospitality;

WHEREAS, the Honorable Speaker Cayetano, Honorable Tolentino, the PHISGOC and POC and all other organizers of this event worked conscientiously towards a successful hosting of the 30th Southeast Asian Games;

WHEREAS, the organizers, despite the backlash from the people following the reported inconveniences to the foreign contingents upon their arrival, strived to address every concern and ensure that the athletes and guests from the participation nations are from thereon provided with the best condition and service;

WHEREAS, the 30th Southeast Asian Games Opening Ceremony has been a tremendous success where the country was able to exhibit to the Southeast Asian community the
cultural genius of the Filipino and the country’s finest talents performing in a world-class stage production and design;

WHEREAS, the success of the 30th Southeast Asian Games demonstrates the capability and readiness of the Philippines to organize larger scale events, consequently boosts the Philippines’ bid to host the 2030 Asian Games;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, the House of Representatives congratulates and commends the Honorable Speaker Allan Peter S. Cayetano, the Honorable Representative Abraham “Bambol” N. Tolentino, and the members of PHISGOC and POC organizing committee for having brought pride and honor to the Filipino people through the tremendous success of the 30th Southeast Asian Games.

Adopted,

REP. JOY MYRA S. TAMBUNTING
2nd District, Parañaque City